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We present in this article a novel approach to the task of paraphrase identification. The proposed approach
quantifies both the similarity and dissimilarity between two sentences. The similarity and dissimilarity
is assessed based on lexico-semantic information, i.e., word semantics, and syntactic information in the
form of dependencies, which are explicit syntactic relations between words in a sentence. Word semantics
requires mapping words onto concepts in a taxonomy and then using word-to-word similarity metrics to
compute their semantic relatedness. Dependencies are obtained using state-of-the-art dependency parsers.
One important aspect of our approach is the weighting of missing dependencies, i.e., dependencies present
in one sentence but not the other. We report experimental results on the Microsoft Paraphrase Corpus, a
standard data set for evaluating approaches to paraphrase identification. The experiments showed that the
proposed approach offers state-of-the-art results. In particular, our approach offers better precision when
compared to other approaches.

Povzetek: Prispevek se ukvarja z vsebinsko primerjavo dveh stavkov, tj. parafrazami.

1 Introduction

We present in this paper a novel approach to the task of
paraphrase identification. Paraphrase is a text-to-text rela-
tion between two non-identical text fragments that express
the same idea in different ways. As an example of a para-
phrase we show below a pair of sentences from the Mi-
crosoft Research (MSR) Paraphrase Corpus [5] in which
Text A is a paraphrase of Text B and vice versa.

Text A: York had no problem with MTA’s insisting the
decision to shift funds had been within its legal rights.

Text B: York had no problem with MTA’s saying the de-
cision to shift funds was within its powers.

Paraphrase identification is the task of deciding whether
two given text fragments have the same meaning. We focus
in this article on identifying paraphrase relations between
sentences such as the ones shown above. It should be noted
that paraphrase identification is different from paraphrase
extraction. Paraphrase extraction [1, 2] is the task of ex-
tracting fragments of texts that are in a paraphrase relation
from various sources. Paraphrase could be extracted, for
instance, from texts that contain redundant semantic con-
tent such as news articles from different media sources that
cover the same topic, or multiple English translations, by
different translators, of same source texts in a foreign lan-
guage. Recognizing textual entailment [4, 20] is another
task related to paraphrase identification. Entailment is a
text-to-text relation between two texts in which one text
entails, or logically infers, the other. Entailment defines an
asymmetric relation between two texts, meaning that one

text is entailed by the other text, while paraphrase requires
a symmetric relation between the two texts, i.e. one text
can be entailed from the other and viceversa. Rus and col-
leagues [20] showed that approaches to textual entailment
can be extended to handle paraphrase identification.

In this paper, we focus on the problem of paraphrase
identification. Paraphrase identification is an important
task in a number of applications including Question An-
swering [9], Natural Language Generation [10], and In-
telligent Tutoring Systems [6, 15]. In Natural Language
Generation, paraphrases are a method to increase diversity
of generated text [10]. In Question Answering, multiple
answers that are paraphrases of each other could be con-
sidered as evidence for the correctness of the answer [9].
For Intelligent Tutoring Systems with natural language in-
put [6, 15] paraphrases are useful to assess whether stu-
dent’s articulated answers to deep questions (e.g. concep-
tual physics questions) are similar-to/paraphrases-of ideal
answers.

We propose in this article a fully automated approach to
the task of paraphrase identification. The basic idea is that
two sentences are in a paraphrase relation if they have many
similarities (at lexico-semantic and syntactic levels) and
few or no dissimilarities. For instance, the two sentences
shown earlier from the MSR paraphrase corpus have many
similarities, e.g., common words such as York and common
syntactic relations such as the subject relationship between
York and have, and only a few dissimilarities, e.g., Text A
contains the word saying while Text B contains the word in-
sisting. Thus, we can confidently deem the two sentences
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as being paraphrases of each other. Following this basic
idea, to identify paraphrases we first compute two scores:
one reflecting the similarity and the other the dissimilarity
between the two sentences. A paraphrase score is gener-
ated by taking the ratio of the similarity and dissimilarity
scores. If the ratio is above a certain threshold, the two sen-
tences are judged as being paraphrases of each other. The
threshold is obtained by optimizing the performance of the
proposed approach on training data.

There are several key features of our approach that dis-
tinguish it from other approaches to paraphrase identifi-
cation. First, it considers both similarities and dissimi-
larities between sentences. This is an advantage over ap-
proaches that only consider the degree of similarity [19]
because the dissimilarity of two sentences can be very im-
portant to identifying paraphrasing, as shown by [18] and
later in this article. Second, the similarity between sen-
tences is computed using word-to-word similarity metrics
instead of simple word matching or synonymy information
in a thesaurus as in [19, 18]. The word-to-word similarity
metrics can identify semantically related words even if the
words are not identical or synonyms. We use the similarity
metrics from the WordNet similarity package [17]. These
metrics rely on statistical information derived from cor-
pora and lexico-semantic information from WordNet [16],
a lexical database of English. The basic idea behind the
WordNet similarity metrics is that the closer the distance
in WordNet between words/concepts is, the more similar
they are. For instance, in the earlier example the seman-
tic relationship between the words insist and say cannot
be established using simple direct matching or synonymy.
On the other hand, there is a relatively short path of three
nodes in WordNet from say to insist via assert, indicating
say and insist are semantically close. Third, we weight de-
pendencies to compute dissimilarities between sentences as
opposed to simple dependency overlap methods that do no
weighting (see [13, 20]). The weighting allows us to make
fine distinctions between sentences with a high similarity
score that are paraphrases and those that are not due to the
strength of the few dissimilarities. For instance, two sen-
tences that are almost identical except their subject rela-
tions are likely to be non-paraphrases as opposed to two
highly similar sentences that differ in terms of, say, deter-
miner relations. We weight dependencies using two fea-
tures: (1) the type/label of the dependency, and (2) the
depth of a dependency in the dependency tree. To extract
dependency information we used two parsers, Minipar [11]
and the Stanford parser [14]. We report results with each
of the parsers.

We used the MSR Paraphase Corpus [5], an industry
standard for paraphrase identification, to evaluate our ap-
proach. The corpus is divided into two subsets: training
and test data. The training subset was used to obtain the
optimal threshold above which a similarity/dissimilarity ra-
tio would indicate a paraphrase or a non-paraphrase, oth-
erwise. We report state-of-the-art results on the testing
data (72.06% accuracy, with Minipar), which are signif-

icantly better (Fisher’s exact test yields a p = 0.00005)
than the baseline approach of always predicting the most
frequent class in the training data (66.49% accuracy) and
than a simple dependency overlap method (p<0.001; with
Minipar). Compared to results obtained using the Stanford
parser (71.01% accuracy), Minipar led to statistically sig-
nificant better results (p = 0.004).

Following this introductory part, in the next section,
What is a paraphrase?, we offer a broader view of the con-
cept of paraphrase. The article continues with a section
on Related Work. The Approach section describes in detail
how our similarity-dissimilarity method works. The fol-
lowing Summary of Results section provides details of the
experimental setup, results, and a comparison with results
obtained by other research groups. The Discussion sec-
tion offers further insights into our approach and the MSR
Paraphrase Corpus. The Summary and Conclusions section
ends the article.

2 What is a paraphrase?

A quick search with the query What is a paraphrase? on a
major search engine reveals many definitions for the con-
cept of paraphrase. Table 1 presents a small sample of such
definitions. From the table, we notice that the most com-
mon feature in all these definitions is different/own words.
That is, a sentence is a paraphrase of another sentence if
it conveys the same meaning using different words. While
these definitions seem to be quite clear, one particular type
of paraphrases, sentence-level paraphrases (among texts
the size of a sentence), do not seem to follow the above
definitions as evidenced by existing data sets of such para-
phrases.

For sentential paraphrases, the feature of “different
words" seems to be too restrictive, although not impossible.
As we will show later in the article, the MSR Paraphrase
corpus supports this claim as the paraphrases in the corpus
tend to have many words in common as opposed to using
different words to express the same meaning. While the
high lexical overlap of the paraphrases in the MSR corpus
can be explained by the protocol used to create the cor-
pus - same keywords were used to retrieve same stories
from different sources on the web, in general, we could
argue that avoiding the high word overlap issue in senten-
tial paraphrasing would be hard. Given an isolated sen-
tence it would be quite challenging to omit/replace some
core concepts when trying to paraphrase. Here is an ex-
ample of a sentence (instance 735 in MSR corpus), Coun-
ties with population declines will be Vermillion, Posey and
Madison., which would be hard to paraphrase using many
other/different words. The difficulty is due to the large
number of named entities in the sentence. Actually, its
paraphrase in the corpus is Vermillion, Posey and Madi-
son County populations will decline., which retains all the
named entities from the original corpus as it is close to im-
possible to replace them with other words. It is beyond the
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Table 1: Definitions of paraphrases from various sources.

Source Definition. A paraphrase (is)...

Wikipedia a restatement of a text or passage using different words.
Wordnet express the same message in different words; rewording for the purpose

of clarification.
Purdue’s OWL your own rendition of essential information and ideas expressed by

someone else, presented in a new form.
Bedford/St.Martin’s a prose restatement of the central ideas of a poem, in your own language.
Pearson’s Glossary to record someone else’s words in the writer’s own words.
LupinWorks restating the meaning in own words, retaining all of the ideas without

making an interpretation or evaluation.

scope of this article to provide a final answer with respect
to whether high lexical overlap should be acceptable or not
in sentential paraphrases.

Another interesting aspect of sentential paraphasing is
the fact that there seem to be two different ways to judge
them. On one hand, two sentences are considered para-
phrases of each other if and only if they are semantically
equivalent, i.e. they both convey the same message with no
additional information present in one sentence but not the
other. An example of two sentences in a semantic equiva-
lence was given in the previous section. Thus, in order to
detect whether two sentences are not paraphrases of each
other, we only need to find one concept that is present in
one sentence but not in the other. On the other hand, two
sentences can be judged as forming a paraphrase if they
convey roughly the same message (minor details being dif-
ferent is acceptable). In this case, the paraphrase relation
can be looked at as a bidirectional entailment relation [19].
To exemplify such loose paraphrases, we show below a pair
of sentences that has been tagged as paraphrase in the MSR
Paraphrase Corpus:

Text A: Ricky Clemons’ brief, troubled Missouri basket-
ball career is over.

Text B: Missouri kicked Ricky Clemons off its team, end-
ing his troubled career there.

In this example, the first sentence specifies that the career
of Mr. Clemons was brief, while the second sentence spec-
ifies the reason why Mr. Clemons’ career is over. The MSR
Paraphrase corpus, our experimental data set, contains both
types of sentential paraphrases, i.e. precise and loose para-
phrases. This characteristic of the MSR corpus impacts
the performance of general approaches, such as ours, to
paraphrase identification that are not biased towards judg-
ing styles. A general approach to paraphrase identification
assumes that two sentences are paraphrases of each other if
they have exactly the same meaning.

3 Related work
Paraphrase identification has been explored in the past by
many researchers, especially after the release of the MSR

Paraphrase Corpus [5]. We describe in this section four
previous studies that are most related to our approach and
leave others out, e.g., [8, 21] due to space reasons.

Rus and colleagues [19] addressed the task of paraphrase
identification by computing the degree of subsumption at
lexical and syntactic level between two sentences in a bidi-
rectional manner: from Text A to Text B and from Text B to
Text A. The approach relied on a unidirectional approach
that was initially developed to recognize the sentence-to-
sentence relation of entailment [20]. Rus and colleagues’
approach only used similarity to decide paraphrasing, ig-
noring dissimilarities which could be important to the final
decision. The similarity was computed as a weighted sum
of lexical matching, i.e. direct matching of words enhanced
with synonymy information from WordNet, and syntactic
matching, i.e., dependency overlap. Dependencies were
derived from a phrase-based parser which outputs the ma-
jor phrases in a sentence and organizes them hierarchically
into a parse tree. Our approach has a better lexical compo-
nent based on word semantics and a finer syntactic analysis
component based on weighted dependencies. Furthermore,
the use of phrase-based parsing in [19] limits the applica-
bility of the approach to free-order languages for which de-
pendency parsing is more suitable.

Corley and Mihalcea [3] proposed an algorithm that ex-
tends word-to-word similarity metrics into a text-to-text
semantic similarity metric based on which they decide
whether two sentences are paraphrases or not. To obtain the
semantic similarity between individual words, they used
the same WordNet similarity package as we do. Our ap-
proach has the advantage that it considers syntactic infor-
mation, in addition to word semantics, to identify para-
phrases.

Qiu and colleagues [18] proposed a two-phase architec-
ture for paraphrase identification. In the first phase, they
identified similarities between two sentences, while in the
second phase the dissimilarities were classified with re-
spect to their relevance in deciding the presence of para-
phrase. Their approach uses predicate argument tuples
that capture both lexical and syntactic dependencies among
words to find similarities between sentences. The first
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The decision had been within its legal rights. The decision was within its powers.

be be

decision decisionhave right power

its itslegal

nsubj nsubjaux
prep-within prep-within

poss
det det poss

the the

amod

Paired Dependencies:
det(decision, the) = det(decision, the)
nsubj(be, decision) = nsubj(be, decision)
poss(power, its) = poss(right, its)
prep_within(be, power) = prep_within(be, right)

Unpaired Dependencies/Sentence 1:

Unpaired Dependencies/Sentence 2:

aux(be, had)
amod(right-n, legal-a)

EMPTY

Figure 1: Example of dependency trees and sets of paired and non-paired dependencies.

phase is similar to our approach for detecting common
dependencies. In the second phase, they used a super-
vised classifier to detect whether the dissimilarities are im-
portant. There are two advantages of our approach com-
pared to Qiu and colleagues’ approach (1) we use word se-
mantics to compute similarities, (2) we take advantage of
the dependency types and position in the dependency tree
to weight dependencies as opposed to simply using non-
weighted/unlabeled predicate-argument relations.

Zhang and Patrick [22] offer another ingenious solution
to identify sentence-level paraphrase pairs by transforming
source sentences into canonicalized text forms at the lexi-
cal and syntactic level, i.e. generic and simpler forms than
the original text. One of the surprising findings is that a
baseline system based on a supervised decision tree classi-
fier with simple lexical matching features leads to best re-
sults compared to more sophisticated approaches that were
experimented by them or others. They also revealed limi-
tations of the MSR Paraphrase Corpus. The fact that their
text canonicalization features did not lead to better than the
baseline approach supports their findings that the sentential
paraphrases, at least in the MSR corpus, share more words
in common than one might expect given the standard def-
inition of a paraphrase. The standard definition implies to
use different words when paraphrasing. Zhang and Patrick
used decision trees to classify the sentence pairs making
their approach a supervised one as opposed to our approach
which is minimally supervised - we only need to derive
the value of the threshold from training data for which it is
only necessary to know the distribution of true-false para-
phrases in the training corpus and not the individual judg-
ment for every instance in the corpus. They rely only on
lexical and syntactic features while we also use semantic
similarity factors.

We will compare the results of our approach on the MSR
corpus with these related approaches. But first, we must
detail the innerworkings of our approach.

4 Approach

As mentioned earlier, our approach is based on the obser-
vation that two sentences express the same meaning, i.e.,
are paraphrases, if they have all or many words and syntac-
tic relations in common. Furthermore, the two sentences
should have few or no dissimilar words or syntactic re-
lations. In the example below, we show two sentences
with high lexical and syntactic overlap. The different in-
formation, legal rights in the first sentence and powers in
the second sentence, does not have a significant impact on
the overall decision that the two sentences are paraphrases,
which can be drawn based on the high degree of lexical and
syntactic overlap.

Text A: The decision was within its legal rights.
Text B: The decision was within its powers.
On the other hand, there are sentences that are almost

identical, lexically and syntactically, and yet they are not
paraphrases because the few dissimilarities make a big dif-
ference. In the example below, there is a relatively “small"
difference between the two sentences. Only the subject of
the sentences is different. However, due to the importance
of the subject relation to the meaning of any sentence the
high similarity between the sentences is sufficiently dom-
inated by the “small" dissimilarity to make the two sen-
tences non-paraphrases.

Text A: CBS is the leader in the 18 to 46 age group.
Text B: NBC is the leader in the 18 to 46 age group.
Thus, it is important to assess both similarities and

dissimilarities between two sentences S1 and S2 be-
fore making a decision with respect to them being para-
phrases or not. In our approach, we capture the two
aspects, similarity or dissimilarity, and then find the
dominant aspect by computing a final paraphrase score
as the ratio of the similarity and dissimilarity scores:
Paraphrase(S1, S2)=Sim(S1, S2)/Diss(S1, S2). If the para-
phrase score is above a learned threshold T the sen-
tences are deemed paraphrases. Otherwise, they are non-
paraphrases.

The similarity and dissimilarity scores are computed
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based on dependency relations [7], which are asymmetric
relationships between two words in a sentence, a head or
modifee, and a modifier. A sentence can be represented by
a set of dependency relations (see the bottom half of Fig-
ure 1). An example of dependency is the subject relation
between John and drives in the sentence John drives a car.
Such a dependency can be viewed as the triple subj(John,
drive). In the triplets the words are lemmatized, i.e., all
morphological variations of a word are mapped onto its
base form. For instance, go, went, gone, going are all
mapped onto go.

The Sim(S1, S2) and Diss(S1,S2) scores are computed
in three phases: (1) map the input sentences into sets of
dependencies, (2) detect common and non-common de-
pendencies between the sentences, and (3) compute the
Sim(S1, S2) and Diss(S1,S2) scores. Figure 2 depicts the
general architecture of the system in which the three pro-
cessing phases are shown as the three major modules.

In the first phase, the set of dependencies for the two sen-
tences is extracted using a dependency parser. We use both
Minipar [11] and the Stanford parser [14] to parse the sen-
tences. Because these parsers do not produce perfect out-
put the reader should regard our results as a lower bound,
i.e. results in the presence of parsing errors. Should the
parsing been perfect, we expect our results to look better.
The parser takes as input the raw sentence and returns as
output a dependency tree (Minipar) or a list of dependen-
cies (Stanford). In a dependency tree, every word in the
sentence is a modifier of exactly one word, its head, ex-
cept the head word of the sentence, which does not have a
head. The head word of the sentence is the root node in the
dependency tree. Given a dependency tree, the list of de-
pendencies can be easily derived by traversing the tree and
for each internal node, which is head of at least one depen-
dency, we retrieve triplets of the form rel(head, modifier)
where rel represents the type of dependency that links the
node, i.e., the head, to one of its children, the modifier. Fig-
ure 1 shows the set of dependencies in the form of triplets
for the dependency trees in the top half of the figure.

In this phase, we also gather positional information
about each dependency in the dependency tree as we will
need this information later when weighting dependencies
in Phase 3. The position/depth of a dependency within the
dependency tree is calculated as the distance from the root
of the node corresponding to the head word of the depen-
dency. Because the Stanford parser does not provide the
position of the dependencies within the tree, we had to
recursively reconstruct the tree based on the given set of
dependency relations and calculate the relative position of
each relation from the root.

The second phase in our approach identifies the common
and non-common dependencies of the sentences, based
on word semantics and syntactic information. Three sets
of dependencies are generated in this phase: one set of
paired/common dependencies and two sets of unpaired de-
pendencies, one corresponding to each of the two sen-
tences. To generate the paired and unpaired sets a two-

step procedure is used. In the first step, we take one de-
pendency from the shorter sentence in terms of number of
dependencies (a computational efficiency trick) and iden-
tify dependencies of the same type in the other sentence.
In the second step, we compute a dependency similarity
score (d2dSim) using the word-to-word similarity metrics
applied to the two heads and two modifiers of the matched
dependencies. Heads and modifiers are mapped onto all
the corresponding concepts in WordNet, one concept for
each sense of the heads and modifiers. The similarity is
computed among all senses/concepts of the two heads and
modifiers, respectively, and then the maximum similarity is
retained. If a word is not present in WordNet exact match-
ing is used. The word-to-word similarity scores are com-
bined into one final dependency-to-dependency similarity
score by taking the weighted average of the similarities of
the heads and modifiers. Intuitively, more weight should
be given to the similarity score of heads and less to the
similarity score of modifiers because heads are the more
important words. Surprisingly, while trying to learn a good
weighting scheme from the training data we found that the
opposite should be applied: more weight should be given
to modifiers (0.55) and less to heads (0.45). We believe
this is true only for the MSR Paraphrase Corpus and this
weighting scheme should not be generalized to other para-
phrase corpora. The MSR corpus was built in such a way
that favored highly similar sentences in terms of major con-
tent words (common or proper nouns) because the extrac-
tion of the sentences was based on keyword searching of
major events from the web. With the major content words
similar, the modifiers are the heavy lifters when it comes
to distinguishing between paraphrase and non-paraphrase
cases. Another possible approach to calculate the similar-
ity score between dependencies is to rely only on the simi-
larity of the most disimilar items, either heads or modifiers.
We also tried this alternative approach, but it gave slightly
poorer results (around 2% decrease in performance), and
therefore, using a weighted scheme to calculate the simi-
larity score for dependencies proved to be a better choice.
The dependency-to-dependency similarity score needs to
exceed a certain threshold for two matched dependencies to
be deemed similar. Empirically, we found out from train-
ing data that a good value for this threshold would be 0.5.
Once a pair of dependencies is deemed similar, we place
it into the paired dependencies set, along with the calcu-
lated dependency-to-dependency similarity value. All the
dependencies that could not be paired are moved into the
unpaired dependencies sets.

sim(S1, S2) =
∑

d1∈S1

maxd2∈S∗
2
[d2dSim(d1, d2)]

diss(S1, S2) =
∑

d∈{unpairedS1,unpairedS2}
weight(d)

In the third and final phase of our approach, two scores
are calculated from the three dependency sets obtained
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dependencies
from sentence 1

Sentence
2
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1
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dependencies
from sentence 2

Phase 1: Extract dependencies Phase 2: Pair dependencies Phase 3: Calculate the scores

Set of
paired/common
dependencies

Set of unpaired
dependencies from
sentence 1

Set of unpaired
dependencies from
sentence 2

Similarity Score (S)

Dissimilarity Score (D)

S / D > Threshold ?

Figure 2: Architecture of the system.

Table 2: Performance and comparison of different approaches on the MS Paraphrase Corpus.

System Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure

Uniform baseline 0.6649 0.6649 1.0000 0.7987
Random baseline [3] 0.5130 0.6830 0.5000 0.5780
Lexical baseline (from Zhang et. al.)[22] 0.7230 0.7880 0.7980 0.7930
Corley and Mihalcea [3] 0.7150 0.7230 0.9250 0.8120
Qiu [18] 0.7200 0.7250 0.9340 0.8160
Rus - average [19] 0.7061 0.7207 0.9111 0.8048
Simple dependency overlap (Minipar) [13] 0.6939 0.7109 0.9093 0.7979
Simple dependency overlap (Stanford) [13] 0.6823 0.7064 0.8936 0.7890

Optimum results (Minipar) 0.7206 0.7404 0.8928 0.8095
Optimum results (Stanford) 0.7101 0.7270 0.9032 0.8056
No word semantics (Minipar) 0.7038 0.7184 0.9119 0.8037
No word semantics (Stanford) 0.7032 0.7237 0.8954 0.8005
No dependency weighting (Minipar) 0.7177 0.7378 0.8928 0.8079
No dependency weighting (Stanford) 0.7067 0.7265 0.8963 0.8025
No penalty for extra info (Minipar) 0.7067 0.7275 0.8936 0.8020
No penalty for extra info (Stanford) 0.7032 0.7138 0.9241 0.8055

in Phase 2: a cumulative similarity score and a cumula-
tive dissimilarity score. The cumulative similarity score
Sim(S1, S2) is computed from the set of paired depen-
dencies by summing up the dependency-to-dependency
similarity scores (S∗

2 in the equation for similarity score
represents the set of remaining unpaired dependencies in
the second sentence). Similarly, the dissimilarity score
Diss(S1, S2) is calculated from the two sets of unpaired de-
pendencies. Each unpaired dependency is weighted based
on two features: the depth of the dependency within the de-
pendency tree and type of dependency. The depth is impor-
tant because an unpaired dependency that is closer to the
root of the dependency tree, e.g., the main verb/predicate
of sentence, is more important to indicate a big difference
between two sentences. In our approach, each unpaired de-
pendency is initially given a perfect weight of 1.00, which
is then gradually penalized with a constant value (0.20 for
the Minipar output and 0.18 for the Stanford output), the
farther away it is from the root node. The penalty values

were derived empirically from training data. Our tests show
that this particular feature works well only when applied to
the sets of unpaired dependencies. The second feature that
we use to weight dependencies is the type of dependency.
For example a subj dependency, which is the relation be-
tween the verb and its subject, is more important to decide
paraphrasing than a det dependency, which is the relation
between a noun and its determiner. Each dependency type
is assigned an importance level between 0 (no importance)
and 1 (maximum importance). The importance level for
each dependency type has been established by the authors
based on their linguistic knowledge and an analysis of the
role of various dependency types in a subset of sentences
from the training data.

Before comparing the similarity and dissimilarity scores,
we consider one more feature that will affect the disimilar-
ity score. This improvement, of a more statistical nature,
is based on the idea that if one sentence contains a signif-
icant amount of extra information compared to the other
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sentence although they do refer to the same action or event,
then the relation between the two sentences is not a bidi-
rectional relation of paraphrase, but rather a unidirectional
relation of entailnment, so they should be evaluated as non-
paraphrases. This extra information is recorded in our de-
pendency sets by the fact that the set of unpaired depen-
dencies from the longer, more detailed sentence is larger
than the set of unpaired dependencies from the shorter sen-
tence. To account for this statistical feature, we add an
absolute value to the dissimilarity score, which was em-
pirically chosen to be 14, for every case when the set of
unpaired dependencies from the longer sentence has more
than 6 extra dependencies compared to the set of unpaired
dependencies from the shorter sentence. We chose these
optimal constants values to tweak this feature, based on a
series of tests made on the MSR Paraphrase Corpus, and
because of that, by including it into the system, the perfor-
mance was improved significantly.

Once the Sim(S1, S2) and Diss(S1, S2) scores are avail-
able, the paraphrase score is calculated by taking the ratio
between the similarity score, S, and the disimilarity score,
D, and compare it to the optimum threshold T learned from
training data. Formally, if S/D > T then the instance is
classified as paraphrase, otherwise is a non-paraphrase. To
avoid division by zero for cases in which the two sentences
are identical (D = 0) the actual implementation tests for
S > T ∗ D. To find the optimum threshold, we did an
exhaustive search on the training data set, looking for the
value which led to optimum accuracy. This is similar to the
sigmoid function of the simple voted perceptron learning
algorithm used in [3].

5 Summary of results

We experimented with our approach on the MSR Para-
phrase Corpus [5]. The MSR Paraphrase Corpus is
the largest publicly available annotated paraphrase cor-
pus which has been used in most of the recent studies
that addressed the problem of paraphrase identification.
The corpus consists of 5801 sentence pairs collected from
newswire articles, 3900 of which were labeled as para-
phrases by human annotators. The whole set is divided
into a training subset (4076 sentences of which 2753 are
true paraphrases) which we have used to determine the op-
timum threshold T , and a test subset (1725 pairs of which
1147 are true paraphrases) that is used to report the perfor-
mance results. We report results using four performance
metrics: accuracy (percentage of instances correctly pre-
dicted out of all instances), precision (percentage of pre-
dicted paraphrases that are indeed paraphrases), recall (per-
centage of true paraphrases that were predicted as such),
and f-measure (harmonic mean of precision and recall).

In Table 1 three baselines are reported: a uniform base-
line in which the majority class (paraphrase) in the train-
ing data is always chosen, a random baseline taken from
[3], and a lexical baseline taken from [22] which uses

a supervised learning decision tree classifier with various
lexical-matching features. We next show the results of oth-
ers including results obtained using the simple dependency
overlap method in [13]. The simple dependency overlap
method computes the number of common dependency re-
lations between the two sentences divided by the average
number of relations in the two sentences. Our results are
then presented in the following order: our best/state-of-
the-art system, that uses all three features described in the
previous section: word semantics, weighted dependencies
and penalties for extra information, then a version of the
proposed approach without word semantics (similarity in
this case is 1 if words are identical, case insensitive, or 0
otherwise), then one without weighted dependencies, and
finaly, one version where the instances with extra informa-
tion found in one of their sentences are not penalized. The
conclusion based on our best approach is that a mix of word
semantics and weighted dependencies leads to better accu-
racy and in particular better precision. The best approach
leads to significantly better results than the naive baselines
and the simple dependency overlap (p<0.001 for the ver-
sion with Minipar). The comparison between our best re-
sults and the results reported by [3] and [13] is of particu-
lar importance. These comparisons indicate that weighted
dependencies and word semantics leads to better accuracy
and precision than using only word semantics [3] or only
simple dependency overlap [13].

All results in Table 1 were obtained with the lin measure
from the WordNet similarity package, except the case that
did not use WordNet similarity measures at all – the No
word semantics row. This lin measure consistently led to
the best performance in our experiments when compared
to all the other measures offered by the WordNet similarity
package.

For reference, we report in Table 3 results obtained when
various word-to-word similarity metrics are used with an
optimum threshold calculated from the test data set. For
lin measure we report results with optimum test thresholds
when using both parsers, Minipar and Stanford, while for
the rest of the measures we only report results when using
Minipar. We deem these results as one type of benchmark
results for approaches that rely on WordNet similarity mea-
sures and dependencies as they were obtained by optimiz-
ing the approach on the testing data. As we can see from
the table, the results are not much higher than the results in
Table 1 where the threshold was derived from training data.

One important advantage that our system has over other
approaches ([18], [22]) is that it does not rely too much
on the training. The training data is used merely to tune
the parameters, rather than for training a whole classifier.
Since the only parameter whose value fully depends on the
training data is the final threshold value, we’ve made an-
other set of experiments where the threshold value depends
only on one piece of information about the caracteristic of
the test data set: the percentage of paraphrase instances
within the data set. In other words, when calculating the
threshold value, the system needs to know only what is the
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Table 3: Accuracy results for different WordNet metrics with optimum test threshold values

Metric Acc. Prec. Rec. F

LinMinipar .7241 .7395 .9032 .8132
LinStanford .7130 .7387 .8797 .8030
Path .7183 .7332 .9058 .8105
L & C .7165 .7253 .9233 .8124
W & P .7188 .7270 .9241 .8138
J & C .7217 .7425 .8901 .8097
Lesk .7148 .7446 .8692 .8021
Vector .7200 .7330 .9093 .8117
Vector pairs .7188 .7519 .8614 .8029

probability of finding a paraphrase within the given data
set. The system then tries to find a threshold value that
splits the instances into two sets with the same distribution
of instances as the given data set. For the testing part of
the MSR Paraphrase data corpus the distribution value is
0.6649. We used this information to decide on a thresh-
old and the results were no more than 2.09 percent below
the optimum performance scores (for example on Minipar
output and when excluding the WordNet similarity feature,
the accuracy performance was only 0.06 percent less than
when the threshold is calculated from the training data).

6 Discussion

One item worth discussing is the annotation of the MSR
Paraphrase Corpus. Some sentences are intentionally la-
beled as paraphrases in the corpus even when the small
dissimilarities are extremely important, e.g. different num-
bers. Below is a pair of sentences from the corpus in
which the “small" difference in both the numbers and the
anonymous stocks in Text A are not considered important
enough for the annotators to judge the two sentences as
non-paraphrases.

Text A: The stock rose $2.11, or about 11 percent, to
close on Friday at $21.51 on the New York Stock Exchange.

Text B: PG&E Corp. shares jumped $1.63 or 8 percent
to $21.03 on the New York Stock Exchange on Friday.

This makes the corpus more challenging and the fully-
automated solutions look less powerful than they would on
a paraphrase corpus that followed the standard interpreta-
tion of what a paraphrase is, i.e. the two texts have exactly
the same meaning.

Another item worth discussing is the comparison of the
dependency parsers. Our experimental results show that
Minipar consistently outperforms Stanford, in terms of ac-
curacy of our paraphrase identification approach. Mini-
par is also faster than Stanford, which first generates the
phrase-based syntactic tree for a sentence and then extracts
the corresponding sets of dependencies from the phrase-
based syntactic tree. For instance, Minipar can parse 1725
pairs of sentences, i.e. 3450 sentences, in 48 seconds while

Stanford parser takes 1926 seconds, i.e. 32 minutes and 6
seconds. A faster parser means it could be used in inter-
active environments, such as Intelligent Tutoring Systems,
where a fast response is needed.

Finally, we would like to discuss the impact of word
weighting on our method. We weighted words by their im-
portance as derived from Wikipedia. The reason we did
not mention the IDF feature in previous sections of this ar-
ticle is because the results are less accurate, at least on the
MSR corpus. However, we think it is informative to discuss
these results as they provide more insights on the problem
of paraphrase identification. In particular it highlights the
difficulty of the problem and the challenging nature of sen-
tential paraphases in general.

Corley and Mihalcea [3] suggested that word weighting
could improve methods to paraphrase identification. Trans-
lated into our approach, the idea is to weight words accord-
ing to their importance (or specificity) when calculating the
similarity and dissimilarity scores. In general, a word is
more important if it is more specific. The specificity of a
word can be approximated by its IDF (Inverted Document
Frequency) value calculated from a large collection of doc-
uments. The theoretical assumption for using IDF on the
problem of paraphrase identification is that when a word is
considered highly specific (e.g. an unusual name or a very
uncommon noun), this word should play an important role
when deciding paraphrasing. To further motivate this as-
sumtion, we show below a pair of sentences extracted from
the MSR test data (instance #89), where by using IDF, our
method succesfully classifies an otherwise failed instance:

Text A: Emily Church is London bureau chief of
CBS.MarketWatch.com.

Text B: Russ Britt is the Los Angeles Bureau Chief for
CBS.MarketWatch.com.

Notice that even though the predicates are the same and
there is a rather long common noun phrase, which results
in a significant number of identical dependencies between
the two sentences, the subjects and the locations are com-
pletely different. Because there are two different pairs of
named entities, which have high IDF values, this will put a
significant weight on the dissimilarity score, which in the
end will lead to the decision that the two sentences are in
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fact not paraphrases.
We used Wikipedia, one of the largest and most diverse

collection of documents freely available on the Internet,
as the source for IDF values. IDF values are calculated
from the DF (document frequency) of words which was
extracted from over 2.2 million Wikipedia documents. To
account for the data sparseness factor raised by the very
high number of documents available, we calculated the IDF
values from a maximum of 1 million (106) documents in
the original collection. All DF values that exceeded the
maximum number of documents were reduced to the max-
imum accepted value of 106. This means that the very few
words that appeared in more than 1 million documents in
Wikipedia will have the same minimal IDF value of 0. This
means that the maximum absolute IDF value, for words
that appeared in only one document is log(106) = 6. In the
equations below, these values are normalized.

We experimented with two aproaches with IDF weights:
1) apply IDF weights to both paired and unpaired depen-
dencies 2) apply IDF weights only to unpaired dependen-
cies. We adjusted our previously presented scores such that
they consider the IDF values of words. We added IDF-
based weights on the paired dependencies in the similarity
score and IDF-based weights on the unpaired dependencies
in the dissimilarity score. The weights for paired and un-
paired dependencies, respectively, are calculated according
to the following formulae:

Widf (d(w1,w2), d(w3,w4)) = [

4∑

i=1

idf(wi)]/(4 ∗ 6)

Widf (d(head,mod)) = [idf(head) + idf(mod)]/(2 ∗ 6)

Table 4 shows results with these two IDF-based meth-
ods when used with both dependency parsers (Minipar and
Stanford). We present the same performance scores as
in the previous section using optimum thresholds derived
from both the training and the testing data sets. An in-
teresting observation drawn from these results is that the
first IDF method works better when used on the Minipar
parser, while the second method works better on the Stan-
ford parser. Another interesting effect of IDF values can
be noted by comparing the IDF-based results with results
in Table 1. It seems that when only unpaired dependencies
are IDF-weighted the precision increases, at the expense of
lower recall.

7 Summary and conclusions
In this article, we presented a novel approach to solve the
problem of paraphrase identification. The approach uses
word semantics and weighted dependencies to compute de-
grees of similarity at word/concept level and at syntactic
level between two sentences. Based on the degree of sim-
ilarity, sentences are being judged as paraphrases or not.

The proposed approach offers state of the art performance.
In particular, the approach offers high precision due to the
use of syntactic information.
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